The complement system plays multiple pathogenetic roles in rejection of renal allografts and one of the components, C4d, is an important diagnostic marker of antibody mediated rejection (1, 2). Complement proteins (e.g., C3) arose as an ancient, innate defense system in invertebrates that preceded the adaptive immune system in phylogeny. It is not surprising that during evolution these complement proteins and their receptors were incorporated into both the antibody and T cell mediated responses. C4 first evolved in conjunction with immunoglobulin. The Belgian microbiologist Jules Bordet (Nobel Prize 1919) discovered and defined complement as the factor(s) in fresh normal serum necessary for lysis of antibody coated red cells. The present discussion focusses on four topics: Ischemia/reperfusion injury, T cell mediated rejection, antibody mediated rejection and accommodation.

I. Ischemia/Reperfusion

All renal transplants begin their sojourn in a new host after suffering ischemia and reperfusion injury (IRI). This is manifested by delayed graft function (DGF), defined as post-transplant requirement for dialysis, which occurs in 15-20% of deceased donor grafts and >90% of asystolic donor grafts (3). DGF is an adverse complication primarily due to the associated increased risk of acute rejection (4). The link between ischemia and increased immunogenicity may involve the complement system.

The complement system is an important mediator of IRI, as shown in the protection from IRI in mice that are genetically deficient in any of several complement components (2). In mouse renal models of ischemia, the alternative pathway is most important. Mice deficient in C3-, C5-, or C6 are protected from renal IRI, whereas C4-deficient mice were not (5). The lack of requirement for C4 does not exclude the MBL pathway, since MBL can bypass C4 (6). Tubular epithelial cells, rather than vessels, are the main site of injury. Antibody to C5a had little effect. Thus renal ischemia differs from other organs in which C5a is important and the vessels are the main target.

Autoantibodies contribute to IRI in non-renal organs (heart, muscle, intestine), where complement fixation is dependent on autoantibodies to intracellular antigens which are externalized upon ischemia, such as non-muscle myosin heavy chain type II A and C (7, 8). The role of autoantibodies in renal IRI is controversial. In one report, RAG1<sup>−/−</sup> mice were just as susceptible to IRI as wild type (WT) mice (9). In contrast, B cell knockout mice (µMT) were resistant to IRI, which was restored by serum. C3d deposition occurred even in the absence of Ig (10), arguing the classical pathway is not involved and consistent with a role for MBL. Indeed, further studies showed that MBL-deposition occurs in the early reperfusion phase and C3, C6 and C9 later along the tubules and in the peritubular capillaries, with MBL in the same sites. In non-renal IRI, The lectin pathway is not involved and consistent with a role for MBL. MBL binds to IgM autoantibodies, independent of C1q, which is not required for IRI.
Deficiency of cell surface complement regulators exacerbates renal IRI. Mice genetically deficient in CD59, the major regulator of the membrane attack complex (C5b-9), were more susceptible to IRI and had more C9 deposition along the tubules than WT mice (12), although another CD59 deficient strain were not (13). Deficiency of CD55 (Decay Accelerating Factor) promoted renal IRI, and this deficiency was synergistic with CD59 deficiency (13). Partial deficiency of Cry (CR1-related gene/protein y) increases susceptibility to IRI and increases C3 deposition along the TBM (14).

In biopsies of ATN in humans, C3d, but not C4d, is increased along the TBM (15). Human proximal tubular cells cultured with normal human serum activate the alternative pathway and fix C3 on their surface, along with properdin, terminal complement components and C5b-9, but not C1q or C4 (16). This is probably the reason that C3, C5, C6, C7, C9 and C5b-9 neoantigen are deposited in the TBM in tubulo-interstitial disease (17). In ischemic allografts in humans, MBL deposition occurs early in peritubular capillaries and tubular epithelial cells, similar to the mouse (18). Thus there is evidence that both the alternative and the MBL pathways accounts for the focal C3 along the TBM.

Therapies for ATN based on these observations have had some success in mice, including anti-C5 (19), membranophilic myristoylated CR1(20), C5aR antagonist (21), anti-factor B (22), and inhibition of local C3 synthesis with perfusion with C3 siRNA (23). Both anti-factor B and C3 siRNA decreased C3b accumulation in tubules, as did, curiously, anti-C5 (19, 22, 23). Clinical trials have started with myristoylated CR1, which at last report showed that treatment of donor organs was both feasible and safe (2). Monoclonal anti-C5 has had some success in severe cardiac ischemia (24), and but has not been tested in transplantation. Infusion of myristoylated CR1(20) not only ameliorates IRI in mice, it also inhibits acute cellular rejection (cellular infiltrate, T cell proliferative response and renal function), arguing that early complement activation from ischemia promotes the immune response. This is quite compatible with the observations in humans that DGF increases the risk of acute rejection (4).

II. T cell mediated rejection

A characteristic feature of acute cellular rejection in humans (which persists in later biopsies) is abundant C3 deposition along the TBM in a segmental linear pattern, which exceeds the "normal" pattern (4). C3 is often pronounced in atrophic tubules. C5b-9 is also deposited along the TBM in about 30% of cases (25). Most of the C3 derives from local synthesis, which increases in rejection (26, 27). Allografts contribute about 4% of the circulating C3, increasing to 10% during rejection (28). Peritubular C3 is largely derived from proximal tubular cells, as judged by C3 allotype antibodies; donor specific C3 mRNA can be detected in rejecting renal allografts by PCR (29). Tubular synthesis of C3 in vitro is promoted by exposure to IFNγ (30), IL-17 (31) or IL-2 (32) and in biopsies correlates with local IFNγ production (27). Synthesis of other complement components by the kidney has been demonstrated, such as C2, C4, and factor B (see ref (32)). Furthermore other cell types such as endothelial cells can make C3.

In mice intragraft synthesis of both C3 and C4 also rises substantially during acute rejection (33). That the intragraft C3 synthesis might be pathogenetically important was established in a seminal publication in mice (30). In these studies congenic C3 gene-disrupted C57BL/6H–2b (C3–/) or normal B6 kidneys were transplanted into normal B10.Br–2k recipients. Median graft survival was increased from 12.5 days with WT kidneys to >100 days in the C3–/– allografts. The C3 status of the recipient was irrelevant; prolonged survival occurred only when the allograft was C3 deficient. C3 and C5b-9 were deposited along the TBM in WT but not C3–/-kidneys.
Rejection appeared to be T cell-mediated, since the lesions were tubulitis and endothelialitis. Acute rejection was not affected by blocking the classical pathway by local or systemic deficiency in C4 (33), suggesting that the mechanism was not via antibody mediated rejection.

Recipients of C3-/- kidneys have a reduced alloantigen driven proliferative response of T cells, leading to the conclusion that C3 in graft cells promotes antigen presentation to T cells. Human T cells express CR1 and CR2 and are able to bind to C3b and C3d. In mice the combined gene product (CR1/2) is restricted to <5% of CD4+ cells, which expands during rejection (30). Dendritic cells synthesize C3 which is required for normal T cell priming (34). Conversely, absence of a complement regulator DAF from dendritic cells increases the immune response (35). The complex molecular mechanisms appear to involve alterations in IL-12 production, IFNγ, C5a, and Foxp3 cells, but the mechanisms are not yet established (35).

That local C3 synthesis in the graft is also relevant to the human has been suggested by the unexpected finding that the C3 allotype of the graft, but not the donor influences outcome (36). C3 has two main allotypes, F (fast) and S (slow) in the human, caused by a single nucleotide substitution that leads to a change from glycine (C3F) to arginine (C3S) at position 80. Among 513 recipients, graft survival was significantly lower with a C3S/S donor allotype than with C3F/F or C3F/S donor allotypes (hazard ratio 2.2). Graft function was also significantly worse (P<0.001). The effect was restricted to recipients who did not themselves possess the F allele, suggesting that the benefit of the F allotype can be achieved with C3 from the recipient. The C3F/S mutation is on the surface of the molecule and may affect interactions with receptors; alternatively the beneficial effect is due to a linkage with other unidentified genes. The C3F allotype has been linked to other immunologically mediated renal disease such IgA nephropathy and MPGN (see ref (36)).

III. Antibody Mediated Rejection

Complement is of course involved in antibody mediated graft injury, as Bordet would have predicted. Demonstration of C4d in peritubular capillaries remains the most robust indicator of circulating anti-donor HLA or ABO antibodies a topic that has been extensively and recently reviewed (1). In the last decade, four forms of antibody mediated graft injury have been defined (4, 37-39): hyperacute, acute and chronic rejection and accommodation. Thus diagnosis of these conditions depends on the combination of C4d deposition and specific histologic or ultrastructural lesions.

Antibodies to donor HLA class I or II antigens are present in 88-95% of the patients who have C4d deposition and acute graft dysfunction vs. less than 10% in C4d negative acute rejection (40-42). Antibodies to donor ABO antigens show a similar association. C4d deposition without detectable circulating antibody can be due to absorption by the graft, as demonstrated by elution of anti-HLA antibodies from rejected grafts in patients who had no detectable circulating antibody at the time, even from needle biopsies (43). Non-HLA, non-ABO antigens are the target in a minority of cases, probably accounting for the rare C4d+ acute rejection in HLA-identical grafts (<2% of patients) (44).

Whether complement fixation is necessary for the pathogenesis of antibody mediated rejection is of some interest. Complement fixation is strongly associated with the ability of antibody to mediate AHR in animal models (45). Antibodies of different isotypes vary in their ability to fix complement. In humans, IgG1,2,3 and IgM fix complement by the classical pathway; IgG4 and IgA do not). Anti-donor antibodies of the strong complement fixing subclass, IgG3, were
present in patients with acute rejection, but not in stable patients, whereas the latter had a significant rise only in the non-complement fixing, IgG4 subclass (46).

Wahrmann and colleagues in Vienna first described a method to measure complement fixing antibodies by testing FlowPRA beads coated with HLA antigens for their ability to stain for C4d by flow cytometry after incubation in plasma (47, 48). C1q and C3d/b could also be detected, but the C3 was taken up independent of DSA. This test has been used to determine the clinical significance of complement fixing DSA. Recipients with anti-donor HLA class I antibodies that fix C4d to FlowPRA beads had inferior graft survival compared with those that did not, the latter having a similar outcome to patients with no anti-donor antibody (48). Complement dependent cytotoxicity (CDC-PRA) was also predictive of poorer outcome. Of note, complement-fixing HLA class II antibodies did not affect graft survival, even though associated with C4d deposition in the graft. These studies were extended to cardiac grafts by Smith and colleagues who tested pre-transplant sera on Luminex beads coated with HLA antigens for their C4d fixing ability (49). They found that DSA that fixed complement was associated with a decreased graft survival compared to those with non-complement fixing DSA (graft survival at one year decreasing from 54% to 20%).

**Other complement components** (1). C3 is the next component in the classic pathway sequence after C4, and therefore its cleavage products should indicate more complete complement activation. C3d (or C3c) was found in PTC in 39-60% of biopsies from HLA mismatched grafts with diffuse PTC C4d (42, 50-52). In general C3d and C4d were correlated. However, in one report, 19% of those with C3d had no C4d (51). This finding may be related to C3 activation via the alternative pathway, independent of C4. In the most comprehensive study, C3d was found only in conjunction with C4d in sensitized patients (42). C3d deposition correlated with AHR in all studies of ABO compatible grafts (42, 50-52). Neutrophils in PTC or features of thrombotic microangiopathy correlated with C3d deposition in one study (42) but not two others (42, 52). The pathologic features of C3d+C4d+ biopsies were similar to those with C3d-C4d+ cases in ABO compatible grafts (42). The presence of C3d was associated with increased risk of graft loss, compared to C3d negative cases, but C3d provided no convincing additional risk compared with C4d+. Macrophages in glomeruli correlated with C3c and C4d in glomeruli, which had a worse prognosis than C4d alone (53). The interpretation of C3d is complicated by the common presence of C3d along the TBM (42). C3d added little diagnostic value to C4d in positive crossmatch grafts showing histologic features of AHR (42). Similarly, Herman et al found that, in contrast to C4d, C3d was not associated with neutrophils in PTC, donor reactive antibodies or outcome (52). Thus at this time no strong argument can be made for including C3d except in the panel for ABO incompatible grafts.

Other complement components, such as C1q and C5b-9 (membrane attack complex; MAC) are not conspicuous in PTC in acute rejection. MAC deposits in tubular basement membranes, rather than PTC (54), perhaps because of the expression of the inhibitor of MAC formation, CD59 in PTC. Lectin pathway components, which activate C4 by binding to microbial carbohydrates, are sometimes detected in conjunction with C4d. Mannose binding lectin-associated serine protease-1 (MASP-1) was present in 1/11 protocol biopsies with C4d; no MBL was detected (50). Among 18 biopsies with C4d, 16 had diffuse H-ficolin along the PTC, whereas none of the 42 cases without C4d had H-ficolin. No MASP-1 or MASP-2 was detectable (55). The significance of these observations is not clear, since MASP proteins are required to activate C4 via the ficolins or MBL. C-reactive protein (CRP) can also activate C4 but generally does not lead to full complement pathway activation (37).
In addition to acute humoral rejection, over the last 5 years, evidence has accumulated that argues for a significant role of alloantibodies to MHC antigens in the pathogenesis of slowly progressive graft injury and dysfunction (56), a process now defined in the Banff system as chronic, active antibody mediated rejection (57). The components are listed below:

**Diagnostic Criteria for Chronic Antibody Mediated Rejection (CHR)** (4, 58)

1. Histologic evidence of chronic injury: need 2 of 4
   - Arterial intimal fibrosis without elastosis
   - Duplication of glomerular basement membrane
   - Multi-laminated PTC basement membrane
   - Interstitial fibrosis with tubular atrophy
2. Evidence for Ab action/deposition in tissue (e.g., C4d in PTC)
3. Serologic evidence of anti-HLA or other antidonor antibody

The most tightly associated pathological feature is transplant glomerulopathy (duplication of the GBM) (59), although some have also found an association with chronic transplant arteriopathy (56), or even just interstitial fibrosis (60). C4d is deposited in glomerular capillaries (as best shown in paraffin sections) and well as in PTC, which may be sparse. Overall in transplant glomerulopathy, about 30% will have C4d, and about 70% will have DSA, most often with class II specificity (61). The C4d, DSA negative cases may be a late stage of CHR or due to non-antibody mediated injury (TMA from calcineurin inhibitor toxicity or T cell mediated glomerular damage). CHR progresses through 4 stages as shown in non-human primates (62) and in rare clinical cases (unpublished observations) (1). Murine studies have demonstrated that complement fixing antibodies to graft class I MHC antigens are sufficient to induce chronic transplant arteriopathy in RAG-1/-/- mice (63).

**Complement effects on the endothelium** (38). The primary target of antibody mediated rejection is in the capillary and arterial endothelium. Complement fixation on the endothelium can lead to cytolysis, via C5b-9 (MAC) (64) and complement can activate the endothelial cells, the latter relevant to both acute and chronic rejection. Exposure to MAC in sublytic concentrations, as soluble C5b-9, or C3a and C5a, increases expression of E-selectin, ICAM-1, and VCAM-1 on cultured endothelial cells (65). MAC elicits signals for endothelial-cell proliferation, as shown by the release of PDGF and bFGF (66), and for the production of the chemokines CCL2, IL-8 and CCL5, through stimulation of IL-1α production (67). C3a and C5a increase the endothelial expression of cytokines and chemokines (such as IL-6, IL-8, IL-1α and...
CCL5), and promote signaling through the MAP kinase pathway (68, 69). Antibodies also have effects on the endothelium independent of antibody. In vitro anti-MHC class I antibodies promote endothelial proliferation via increased expression of basic FGF receptors, increased phosphorylation of Src, and NF-κB levels (70). In mice, non-complement fixing IgG alloantibodies are associated with graft acceptance, but can also activate endothelial cells to produce chemokines and promote rejection (45). Further studies will be needed to determine whether complement fixation is necessary for chronic rejection. Recent studies in the mouse indicate that the chronic arteriopathy can be induced in C3 deficient RAG1-/-- mice give passive antibody (Hirohashi et al unpublished).

**Complement effects on B cells** (38). The magnitude of the IgG response to alloantigens are dependent on C3 and C4, but not C5, as shown using skin grafts in C3, C4 or C5 knockout mice (71). B cells and dendritic cells express the complement receptors CD35 (CR1, C3b -C4b) and CD21 (C3d receptor), and are therefore able to retain antigen covalently linked to C3 or C4. Engagement of CD21 lowers the threshold for B-cell activation and thereby acts as a natural adjuvant (72). This also promotes B cell antigen presentation to T cells for those antigens also able to bind to that B cell Ig (73). The prominent accumulation of C4d and C3d in normal germinal centers can be taken as evidence for complement participation in B cell activation (74).

**Practical aspects of C4d staining.** The Banff03 defined positive C4d by immunofluorescence as "widespread, strong linear circumferential peritubular capillary (PTC) staining in cortex or medulla", often interpreted as >50% of the capillaries. Authors have used a variety of cutoffs for the <50% cases. Banff 2007 has added more specific definitions of C4d extent, with the intention that comparisons will be easier between publications (Solez et al, submitted).

**Banff 2007 C4d Scores (% of biopsy with PTC+)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C4d0: Negative</th>
<th>0%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C4d1: Minimal C4d stain/detection</td>
<td>1&lt;10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4d2: Focal C4d stain/positive</td>
<td>10-50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4d3: Diffuse C4d stain/positive</td>
<td>&gt;50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As stated in the recent Banff meeting report (Solez et al, submitted), the interpretation of C4d staining should be adjusted for the applied technique. IHC on paraffin section is usually less sensitive by about one grade level (i.e. diffuse staining on IF (cryosections) can be seen as focal on IHC (paraffin sections) (75, 76). Therefore, the report should indicate the actual % of tissue involved and the potential clinical significance. For example, diffuse positive C4d by IF or IHC is highly correlated with circulating anti-donor antibody. Focal positive C4d by IHC is possibly equivalent to diffuse positive IF, and should be re-tested on IF, if possible. The clinical significance of focal positive C4d by IF or minimal C4d by IHC is unknown. Meehan and colleagues found that focal C4d in PTC had one year graft losses no different from C4d negative cases (77). In contrast, Magil and Tinckam found that the outcome of focal C4d was worse than those without C4d (78). C4d staining of ≥ 25% of the PTCs by immunohistochemistry was associated with decreased one year graft survival (79).

**IV. Accommodation**

Accommodation is defined as normal graft function (and histology) in the presence of antibodies to donor antigens (80). This has been observed most commonly in transplants across an ABO barrier after pre-transplant reduction of antibodies. Remarkably, even if the ABO antibodies
return after 4-6 weeks, no obvious graft rejection occurs. Stable ABO incompatible grafts show differences in signaling pathways and cytokines by microarray gene expression analysis and notably increased levels of muc-1 in glomerular capillaries (80). Accommodation in ABO incompatible grafts is not due to a change in the nature of the antibody or to loss of the target antigen, since C4d is deposited in the renal microcirculation. Protocol biopsies have revealed C4d along the PTC in 25-80% of ABO incompatible grafts, with evidence of AHR in only 4-12% (42, 81). Either the full complement pathway is not activated, or the endothelium develops resistance to its effects. A large study was designed to test whether C3d could distinguish those with accommodation, from those with acute humoral rejection (42). About 40% of the C4d+ biopsies (14/37) had C3d, and C3d correlated somewhat with histologic features of acute humoral rejection, however 70% of the C3d+ biopsies also had no evidence of injury, arguing that accommodation occurs distal to C3 activation (perhaps via inhibition of MAC). In any case, C4d deposition in ABO incompatible grafts and therefore is of limited diagnostic value.

C4d deposition also occurs in 2-26% of histologically normal ABO compatible grafts, the higher frequency found in HLA-presensitized patients (42, 82). In these patients incidental C4d deposition does not necessary portend acute humoral rejection, however, it may not be entirely benign. Among 17 patients who had C4d in PTC without histologic evidence of acute humoral or cellular rejection, and who received no increased immunosuppression, graft loss at 3 years was 32% compared with 0% among those 5 patients treated with increased immunosuppression, suggesting that incidental C4d may represent a “smoldering' rejection” (83).

The most recent Banff meeting (2007) agreed to include a new diagnostic category, “ C4d deposition without morphologic evidence of active rejection” (Solez et al, submitted). The criteria are:

- C4d+ peritubular capillaries
- Circulating anti-donor antibodies
- No histologic sign of active rejection, including g0, cg0, ptc0 and no ptc lamination

Cases with simultaneous borderline changes or acute tubular necrosis are considered as indeterminate. The term accommodation was not used, because the long term stability of this condition has not been established.

Accommodation may have different degrees of effectiveness and stability, ranging from none (hyperacute rejection), to minimal (acute rejection), substantial (chronic rejection), or complete (stable accommodation). The minimal features that indicate transformation from accommodation to rejection have yet to be defined. Controlled trials and further follow-up will be needed to interpret the long-term significance of “incidental” C4d deposition. Until convincing evidence is reported, the default position is that development of donor reactive HLA antibodies and/or C4d deposition should trigger a heightened state of clinical vigilance (1).
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